Advances in high-throughput sequencing techniques now allow relatively easy 22 and affordable sequencing of large portions of the genome, even for non-model organisms. 23 Many phylogenetic studies reduce costs by focusing their sequencing efforts on a selected 24 set of targeted loci, commonly enriched using sequence capture. The advantage of this 25 approach is that it recovers a consistent set of loci, each with high sequencing depth, which 26 leads to more confidence in the assembly of target sequences. High sequencing depth can 27 also be used to identify phylogenetically informative allelic variation within sequenced 28 individuals, but allele sequences are infrequently assembled in phylogenetic studies. 29 Instead, many scientists perform their phylogenetic analyses using contig sequences which 30 result from the de novo assembly of sequencing reads into contigs containing only canonical 31 nucleobases, and this may reduce both statistical power and phylogenetic accuracy. Here,
generation of DNA sequence data. Instead of using MPS to sequence complete genomes, For this study we generated five different types of datasets, which we analyzed under the 176 MSC. These five datasets represent different coding schemes for heterozygous information 177 and are listed and described in the following sections. (2015)), we generated multiple sequence alignments (MSAs) of contigs for all UCE loci in 181 order to test the accuracy of the phylogenetic estimation of this approach. 182 To create MSAs from UCE contig data, we followed the suggested workflow from contigs were mapped against the UCE reference sequences from the bait sequence file 191 (uce-2.5k-probes.fasta), using the PHYLUCE function match_contigs_to_probes.py. 192 We extracted only those sequences that matched UCE loci and that were present in all 193 samples (n=820). These UCE sequences were then aligned for each locus (Fig. 1 
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(2010)) and converting these into a SNAPP compatible format can be cumbersome, 262 because SNAPP requires positions with exactly two different states, coded in the following 263 manner: individual homozygous for the original state = "0", heterozygous = "1", and 264 homozygous for the derived state = "2".
265
To alleviate this problem, we developed a python function that extracts biallelic To assess the accuracy of the phylogenetic inferences resulting from different data 276 processing approaches, we simulated UCE data similar to those discussed in the five 277 processing schemes we applied to the empirical Topaza data. However, because this 278 approach required us to simulate allele alignments before generating contig alignments, 279 steps one and two, below, are reversed from their order, above. We repeated all steps 280 involving the generation and analyses of simulated data to produce 10 independent 281 simulation replicates. . We applied the A00 model, which 286 estimates divergence times and population sizes from MSAs for a given species tree 287 topology. As input topology we used the species tree topology resulting from the analysis of 288 the empirical allele MSAs in STACEY, assigning the Topaza samples to five separate taxa 289 (corresponding to colored clades in Figure 3b ). An initial BPP analysis did not converge in 290 reasonable computational time, a problem that has previously been reported for UCE 291 datasets containing several hundred loci (Giarla and Esselstyn 2015). To avoid this issue, 292 we split the 820 UCE alignments randomly into 10 subsets of equal size (n=82) and 293 analyzed these separately with identical settings in BPP. The MCMC was set for 150,000 294 generations (burn-in 50,000), sampling every 10 generations. We summarized the estimates for population sizes and divergence times across all 10 individual runs. We then applied the 296 mean values of these estimates to the species tree topology, by using the estimated 297 divergence times as branch lengths and estimated population sizes as node values, resulting 298 in the species tree in Figure 4g . This tree was used to simulate sequence alignments with 299 the MCcoal simulator, which is integrated into BPP. Equivalent to the empirical data, we 300 simulated sequence data for five taxa (D, E, X, Y, and Z) and one outgroup taxon (F, not 301 shown in Figure 4g ). In the simulations, these taxa were simulated as true species under 302 the MSC model. In order to mimic the empirical allele data, we simulated four individuals 303 for species 'D' (equivalent to two allele sequences for 2 samples), four for species 'E', four 304 for species 'X', two for species 'Y' (two allele sequences for one sample), four for species 'Z', 305 and two for the outgroup species 'F'. In this manner we simulated 820 UCE allele MSAs of alignments that were used for the sequence-based MSC analyses (see next section below).
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The resulting dataset of 150 SNPs was used to compare the phylogenetic inference based 331 on SNP data versus that based on full sequence data, if the same number of loci is being 332 analyzed. This enabled us to evaluate the direct effect of reducing the full sequence 333 information in the MSAs to one single SNP for each of the selected 150 loci.
334

MSC Analyses of Empirical and Simulated UCE Data
MSAs (n=150, STACEY), reduced SNP data (n=150, SNAPP), and the complete SNP 444 dataset (n=820, SNAPP). All resulting species trees ( Fig. 4a-f ) correctly return the 445 topology of the species tree that was used to simulate the data (Fig. 4g ) across all ten 446 simulation replicates ( Supplementary Fig. S7 ). All central nodes in the species trees are 447 supported by ≥90% PP in all analyses, with the exception of the species tree resulting 448 from the reduced SNP dataset, which shows very weak support for two nodes and has a 449 large uncertainty interval around the root-height (Fig. 4e ). However, these shortcomings 450 disappeared when we added more (unlinked) SNPs to the dataset (Fig. 4f ). The full SNP 451 dataset (n=820) produced the correct species tree topology with high node support 452 consistently throughout all ten independently simulated datasets ( Supplementary Fig. S8 ).
453
The SNAPP species tree topology appeared to be unaffected by the chosen clade 454 assignment model; while we allowed every sequence to be its own taxon in Figure 4e and f, 455 we also applied the correct species assignment (as in Fig. 4g ) in two additional analyses for 456 one of the simulation replicates (reduced and complete SNP data) that returned the same 457 tree topology (Supplementary Figs. S9 and S10).
458
Species delimitation.-Although the inferred species tree topology was consistent among 459 all four sequence-based MSC analyses ( Fig. 4a-d) , the inferred node heights varied 460 considerably between the species trees resulting from the different data processing schemes.
461
For the contig sequence data (Fig. 4a ) and the chimeric allele data (Fig. 4d) , the node 462 heights within the five simulated species (D,E,X,Y,Z) were too high, which led to an the average substitution rate across all loci was set to '1'. Under these settings, we 469 expected the absolute values of the sequence-based analyses to return the node height 470 values of the simulation input tree, which used substitution rates scaled in the same 471 manner. The phased allele MSAs produced the most accurate estimation of divergence 472 times out of all tested datasets (see proximity of estimates to simulation input value, 473 represented by green line in Figure 5 ). This was the case for all nodes in the species tree, 474 namely (D,E), (Y,Z), (X,(Y,Z)), and ((D,E)(X,(Y,Z))). The divergence time estimates 475 resulting from the phased allele data accurately recovered the true values and did not show 476 any bias throughout ten simulation replicates ( Supplementary Fig. S11 ). This contrasts We tested whether phylogenetic inference improves by phasing sequence capture 483 data into allele sequences, in comparison to the standard workflow of analyzing contig 484 sequences (Faircloth et al. 2012; McCormack et al. 2012; Smith et al. 2014; Faircloth 2015) .
485
The answer is yes. We find that phased allele data outperform contig sequences in terms of Figure 5 : Posterior distributions of divergence times, estimated with STACEY. Each panel represents a different node in the STACEY species tree (see panel titles) and shows density plots of the posterior node-height distribution (excl. 10% burnin) for each of the 4 sequence-based processing schemes: contig sequences, phased allele sequences, IUPAC consensus sequences and chimeric allele sequences (see legend for color-codes). The dotted vertical lines show the means of these posterior distributions. The solid vertical line shows the true node height value, which is the node height for the respective clade in the input species tree, under which the sequence alignments were simulated.
